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2022 was a remarkable year for freedom.                 

We took our work with local partners to new 

heights and made strides toward a world without 

tra�cking. We helped free more women and      

children, established safe homes and a�ercare    

for survivors, and expanded policy work around 

the world. We celebrated the bravery and 

resilience of survivors who stepped boldly into 

independence, and each life empowered 

reminded us of the possibility of a brighter future.
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Atlas Free’s mission is to accelerate 
and resource the fight against sex 
tra�cking and exploitation.

Together, we are building a future 
free from tra�cking.
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I have noticed over the years that I am naturally more drawn to looking forward instead of back, finding new opportunities 

to expand our impact and help more people live in freedom. But when I take a moment to reflect on the past, I'm always 

amazed by the incredible transformations and milestones we've achieved. Looking back gives me hope for the future and 

strengthens my resolve that with God, anything is possible.

This annual report is a snapshot of 2022, marking another milestone in Atlas Free’s eleven-year journey toward making a 

more significant impact worldwide. Each year builds momentum for the future, like lining up dominoes to create a chain 

reaction. I loved doing that as a kid. You tip one domino over, and it knocks down all the others. But did you know that when 

aligned, each domino can knock over a domino one and a half times its size? That means that if you start with a standard 

domino and make the next domino one and a half times bigger, by the eleventh domino you can topple one over that is 150 

pounds and four feet tall.

Let the impact and growth of the past inspire us to dream big for the future. 

Though there's much work to do in our fight for freedom, momentum is growing, 

and bigger things are ahead. Thank you for being part of our e�orts in 2022, 

paving the way for an even greater impact in the years to come.

2022 Was One for the Books

Jeremy Vallerand
CEO & President
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In July 2022, we updated our name from Rescue:Freedom to Atlas Free to reflect our progress in the fight against 

sex tra�cking over the past eleven years. While our appearance has changed, our core values remain the same. We 

believe that God created every person with equal value and dignity, that good is far more powerful than evil, and 

that together, we can be agents of hope and freedom in the world. When we started eleven years ago, the name 

Rescue:Freedom was quite literal. We focused primarily on getting people out of exploitation and into freedom 

through a global network of a¡ercare safe homes. As our work expanded, we recognized the need for a more 

comprehensive approach to stop tra�cking at its source. We began building a holistic approach that would 

include prevention, policy, education, and demand reduction. As our impact expanded, it began to feel like our 

strategy had outgrown our name. We needed something more global, expansive, less focused on one component 

(rescue), and more focused on the holistic strategy. Atlas Free, embodies that global movement. As we embark on 

the next decade of fighting human tra�cking, we remain steadfast in our commitment to creating lasting change 

and a world free from exploitation. Thank you for joining Atlas Free on this journey.

Learn more at atlasfree.org/brandstory

The Year We Became Atlas Free 

is now
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2022 at a Glance 

208,796 survivors, victims, 
and at-risk individuals were 

impacted through a�ercare, 
prevention,outreach, and 

intervention programs. 

62,444 individuals were      
connected to resources, 

o�ering them a path out of
exploitation and

towards freedom.

41 local partners were  working 
across 26 countries—expanding 

into Ecuador and South Africa 
with 230 unique programs 

fighting sex tra�cking.

644 men, women, and      
children were set free 

from tra�cking.

3,311 people received               
vocational training, and 917 

gained employment—twice as 
many as in 2021.

Your support enables us to 

create a holistic and global 

solution to put exploitation 

out of business. Every part of 

our work from Seattle to 

Southeast Asia is another brick 

in the foundation of freedom.

2022 was a remarkable year for freedom. We took Atlas Free’s work with local partners to new heights, gaining more momentum 

to fight sex tra�cking. The impact of our e�orts reverberated across the globe, with more women and children freed, additional 

safe homes established, policy work expanded to Spain and Mexico, and more a¡ercare support provided for survivors.
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917 people gained employment a�er 
completing job training. 133 survivors 
were employed through Atlas Free’s 
partners, and continue working at 

those partner locations to this day. In 
fact, three of our local partners are 

led by survivors themselves.

11,102 people were empowered 
with educational assistance. This 
number represents thousands of 
kids back in school and men and 
women pursuing bright careers.

603 people received life-changing 
residential a�ercare—renewing 
hope, belonging, and healing to 

hundreds of women and children. 
They are discovering their 

God-given identities and value, 
and starting their lives anew.
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2022: A Milestone Year 

843,965 survivors, victims, and 
at-risk individuals have been 
impacted through life-changing 
programs since 2012.
This is more than a number—it's a testament 

to the power of community and the 

collective belief that we can create a world 

free from exploitation. Thanks to our 

supporters, our global network served 

208,796 people in 2022 alone. This number 

represents the cycle of tra�cking ending, 

families reunited, women able to pursue 

careers, and kids protected from harm.

$6.8 million was raised 
by thousands of generous 
abolitionists.  
Generosity is what fuels our work and the 

fight against human tra�cking. Every 

dollar donated provided critical resources 

and support to survivors, prevented 

tra�cking, helped increase public 

awareness, and moved us closer to  

ending this pervasive issue for men, 

women, and children around the world.

644 people are now free.    
We may be building a global movement 

to put sexual exploitation out of 

business, but we never lose sight of the 

importance of every individual life 

changed. Each number represents a 

powerful story of liberation, optimism, 

and healing. Behind each number lies a 

family member whose life has been 

positively impacted, a cycle of abuse 

that has been broken, and a new 

beginning full of promise and hope. 

Every life freed brings us one step closer 

to creating a world without exploitation.
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Argentina

Local partners: 1
Impact projects: 1

Our local partner is focused on educating and investigating 
tra�cking and exploitation crimes while providing support 
and accompaniment to victims who want to initiate legal 
proceedings against their exploiters. Areas of focus: 
awareness and policy.

Bulgaria

Local partners: 1
Impact projects: 1

Our local partner in this 
region combats critical 
vulnerabilities like 
poverty, gender-based 
violence, and drug 
violence with education 
and prevention 
programs. Areas of 
focus: prevention and 
education. 

Romania

Local partners: 2
Impact projects: 2 

Our local partners provide a drop-in center with counseling and support, 
food provision, case management by social workers, prevention 
education, capacity building, external assistance, strategic advocacy, and 
awareness events to counter tra�cking and protect victims. Ukrainian 
refugees were provided with resources a¡er fleeing Ukraine during the war. 
Areas of focus: prevention, education, and awareness.

Colombia

Local partners: 1
Impact projects: 1

Our local partner o�ers shelter 
and care services for women 
leaving prostitution, providing 
them with job alternatives and 
fighting for their rights through 
political advocacy, reporting, 
and seeking solutions to the 
issues that have fueled the war 
in Colombia. In 2022, we funded 
our local partner to open two 
more safe homes. Areas of 
focus: prevention, outreach, 
education, and a�ercare.

Costa Rica

Local partners: 1
Impact projects: 1

Our local partner provides comprehensive 
care and support networks in various areas, 
including education, health, job training, legal 
advice, social services, childcare, job  
placement, and psychological care to  
vulnerable populations, focusing on serving 
the whole family. Areas of focus: outreach, 
prevention, and a�ercare.

Spain

Local partners: 2
Impact projects: 1 

Our local partners combat tra�cking 
and support survivors through 
education, specialized training for 
military members, shelter, and a 
co�ee shop reintegration project for 
women. Additionally, another partner's 
decade-long commitment to 
education and prevention via The 
Abolitionist School is significantly 
impacting the fight against tra�cking 
in Spain, as one of the most 
prestigious online training platforms 
on awareness and prevention of 
sexual violence and exploitation. Areas 
of focus: outreach, victim Services, 
Job Training, Outreach, and Policy.

Mexico

Local partners: 2
Impact projects: 2 

Our local partners work with national 
and international human rights 
organizations to raise awareness about 
human tra�cking. Their project o�ers 
vital outreach and education to women 
in the red-light district and a unique 
initiative for their vulnerable children. 
By collaborating with others and 
addressing these issues head-on, our 
partners are significantly impacting the 
fight against tra�cking. Areas of focus: 
prevention, awareness, and a�ercare.

United States

Local partners: 9
Impact projects: 2 

In 2020, we expanded our US 
e�orts from 1 to 9 partners, added 
AI to fight tra�cking, and started 
plans to train our global network in 
counter-demand strategies. Our 
Seattle partner is already 
developing training materials to 
equip local partners in our network 
with the necessary skills for 
implementing counter-demand 
initiatives. Areas of focus: 
awareness, education, counter 
demand, outreach, and a�ercare.

UK

Local partners: 1
Impact projects: 3 

Our UK partner raises awareness for 
child protection laws to prevent child 
exploitation in Commonwealth 
countries. They establish student 
ambassador programs to create more 
abolitionists and host an annual Super 
Bowl Campaign to spread awareness 
about anti-tra�cking e�orts. 
Area of focus: awareness.

Ecuador

Local partners: 1
Impact projects: 1 

Our newest local partner established a resource center 
to provide life-changing care, resources, and preventive 
measures against sex tra�cking and exploitation for 
vulnerable populations, including Venezuelan refugees. 
Areas of focus: outreach, prevention, and a�ercare.

Bolivia

Local partners: 1

Our local partner provides a supportive community for women who 
have been victims of sexual exploitation and prostitution. They o�er 
job training, as well as education assistance such as university grants, 
training scholarships, financial education workshops, and preparation 
workshops in specific areas. Areas of focus: a�ercare, education, job 
training, policy, awareness, professional training, and prevention.
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Southeast Asia

Local partners: 2
Impact projects: 3

Our local partner in Southeast Asia is working towards preventing exploitation of women by 
providing them with job opportunities. They o�er job training and financial literacy education 
to help these women make jewelry and earn a full-time wage. Through these initiatives, 
women are empowered to save and invest in their future, reducing their vulnerability to 
exploitation. Areas of focus: prevention, outreach, a�ercare,  and intervention.

East Asia

Local partners: 1
Impact projects: 3

Our local partner in East Asia o�ers a range of educational services, 
including literacy, math, English, and computer classes. They also 
provide specialized one-on-one training in areas like accounting, 
photography, videography, management, and website management. 
They have two a¡ercare homes and provide continuous job training 
opportunities to their sta�, even a¡er they have completed their 
specific educational courses. Areas of focus: outreach and a�ercare. 

Nepal

Local partners: 2
Impact projects: 4

One of our local partners in 
Nepal operates four shelter 
homes, o�ering a familial 
environment and compassionate 
care to girls who are victims 
of human tra�cking and those 
at risk due to extreme poverty, 
orphanhood, or living on the 
streets. Areas of focus: 
prevention, outreach, 
and a�ercare. 

India

Local partners: 4
Impact projects: 4

We have four local partners in 
India that work towards breaking 
generational patterns of 
exploitation. They provide 
training to the police for 
e�ective raids and also operate 
government-registered 
children's homes. These homes 
o�er a secure and caring 
environment for girls who need 
protection and healing. Areas of 
focus: prevention, outreach, 
a�ercare, and job training.

Cambodia

Local partners: 2
Impact projects: 1

Our local partner has developed an e�ective 
strategy for empowering women who work in bars 
at night. They o�er education and training that 
helps eliminate barriers and provides a viable way 
out of brothel work. This program provides women 
with the skills and resources they need to break 
free from exploitation and build a better future 
for themselves. Areas of focus: prevention, 
awareness,  job training, and intervention. 

Thailand  

Local partners: 1
Impact projects: 1

In this region, our local partner has a garden on-site for therapy and 
sustainability for survivors in their healing from tra�cking. We also 
partnered with them to build a state-of-the-art kitchen for women 
to learn both life and career skills that can help them build a brighter 
future. Areas of focus: prevention, a�ercare, and intervention.

Philippines

Local partners: 2
Impact projects: 2

In this region, we focus on providing economic empowerment services to 
survivors and those at risk of human tra�cking. We also support education 
through tuition fee assistance and school materials. Survivor-leaders build 
relationships of trust and respect with women in areas where prostitution 
occurs. Areas of focus: prevention, outreach, a�ercare, and job training.

Central Asia

Local partners: 1
Impact projects: 2

Our local partner operates two safe 
houses in Central Asia to protect and 
support women and their children facing 
danger. They also o�er resources for 
marginalized women to aid in their 
physical and psychological recovery from 
tra�cking. Areas of focus: prevention, 
outreach, a�ercare, and intervention. 

The most e�ective solutions 

are locally-led and holistic, 

combating tra�cking from         

all sides. Thank you for           

supporting our work across   

the 26 countries where we 

operate 230 unique programs 

fighting human tra�cking.  

Ethiopia

Local partners: 1
Impact projects: 1 

Our local partner provides a six-month 
program that addresses trauma and 
addiction and o�ers vocational training, 
with guaranteed internships and 
employment opportunities, helping 
graduates and their children avoid 
homelessness. Areas of focus: outreach, 
a�ercare, prevention, and education.

. 

Eswatini

Local partners: 1
Impact projects: 1 

Our local partner in Eswatini o�ers counseling 
and education within a faith-based 
environment, providing holistic healing to the 
girls in their immediate care so that they can 
rebuild, renew, restore, and contribute to 
their communities. Area of focus: a�ercare. 

Uganda

Local partners: 1
Impact projects: 1 

Our local partner in Uganda 
supports safe and sustainable 
pathways to freedom by providing 
high-quality a¡ercare services to 
survivors of exploitation while 
confronting the systems and 
structures that fuel vulnerability. 
Areas of focus: policy, awareness, 
education, and a�ercare. 
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to tra�ckers. Their model is sustainable and 

e�ective, as evidenced by the local government's 

approval of their five-year plan, recognizing the 

importance of their work and the value they bring 

to the community. Together, we provide transition 

programs and job-skills training, empowering 

survivors to rebuild their lives and thrive in their 

communities.

F R O M  T H E  F R O N T L I N E S

Celebrating One of the Largest Safe 
Home Networks in Existence Today 
430 women and children found hope and healing within the safe homes operated by 

organizations in the Atlas Free Network. These spaces o�er more than just shelter; they 

provide a community of care and support where survivors can begin to transform their 

futures. Here, laughter is heard again, and true freedom begins as survivors discover their 

God-given identities and value, regain control of their lives, and start anew.

For over two decades, our local partner in Nepal has been a beacon of hope for at-risk 

populations and survivors of sex tra�cking and exploitation. It all started with a powerful 

encounter that ignited a fire in the heart of our local partner's founder. While traveling in 

India, they met a young Nepali girl who had been thrown out onto the streets. This encoun-

ter moved the founder to take action, and they have been tirelessly serving the most 

vulnerable members of society ever since.

Thanks to their unwavering dedication, over 150 primary girls have received restoration and 

holistic care. With five homes in Kathmandu, our local partner provides a safe haven for 

children to heal, grow, and thrive. They also established a school for over 300 students who 

were not accepted into the public school system. Together, we are committed to address-

ing the root causes of human tra�cking by sponsoring tutoring and prevention programs 

in villages outside of the capit l, where they have successfully reduced the sale of children 

Total number of people 
in a�ercare housing in 
2022: 

603 
197 Adults

406 Children 

Total number of people 
who joined a�ercare    
without housing in 2022: 

3,551 
2,215 Adults

1,336 Children
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In September 2022, Atlas Free Education opened its doors, providing 52 children in the 

red-light district of Tijuana with the gi¡ of a brighter future. Many kids in this area grow up 

in dangerous environments, playing tag in brothels' streets and seeing their moms, aunts, 

and sisters sell themselves daily. We’re changing that. With a comprehensive, targeted 

education program, trauma care, and access to healthy coping mechanisms, these kids 

are learning core academic subjects and essential life skills. We ensure their minds and 

bodies are ready to learn through a values-based foundation, hygiene, and hot meals. But 

Atlas Free Education is more than just a school; it also provides a lifeline to mothers 

seeking to exit a life of exploitation. Recently, our team intervened to support a family in 

crisis, enabling them to receive the care they needed without separation. Our education 

program is a powerful tool for change for children, families, and communities.

“A�er spending a decade working in the red-light district of Tijuana, witnessing firsthand 

the desperate situation of women coerced into a life they never wanted, and seeing 

children wandering the streets at all hours of the night, it became clear that something 

needed to be done. Through outreach and talking with these women, it became apparent 

that education could be the key to a better life for them and their children. With the 

establishment of the Atlas Free Education school, there is hope for a brighter future full of 

opportunities. Witnessing the transformation in these children and their mothers is 

genuinely heartwarming, and I am grateful for the chance to be a part of it. I thank God for 

the opportunity to see the children smiling and feeling free to be just children again—I can 

see the future in their faces, and it looks bright.” 

Access to Life-Changing 
Education Expands 

F R O M  T H E  F R O N T L I N E S
Number of people 
who received           
education assistance 
in 2022: 

11,102 

—Dr. Rita Hernandez
Policy Director
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Atlas Free Education 
in Tijuana, Mexico 



More Justice Served
Last year, one of the organizations in the Atlas Free Network conducted 14 

successful raids, freeing over 490 individuals from exploitation within a 

short three-month period. Their e�orts throughout 2022 continued to 

make a substantial impact, resulting in over 1,000 individuals being freed 

from labor and sex tra�cking in northern India. These victories empower 

survivors and send a powerful message to the communities that human 

tra�cking will not go unpunished. 

This is the power of our global network in action. Here is why this local 

partner is proof:

• They understand that true freedom extends beyond a raid. Upon

rescue, survivors of sex tra�cking are empowered with individual care

plans to highlight their needs, concerns, goals, and growth areas

• They o�er necessary referrals to our safe homes in northern India

and Nepal, providing trauma counseling, community, and a secure

environment for victims to rebuild their lives a¡er being freed. They

also facilitate legal aid, counseling, and repatriation for survivors. Our

partnering organizations provide long-term a¡ercare services to

support survivors when they return home or relocate to a new city.

• They educate the public. They provide critical training to thousands of

individuals, including survivors, NGO leaders, government o�cials,

prosecutors, and judges. O¡en these countries need more resources

and access to adequate training for their o�cials.
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Atlas Free's Network 
Combats Vulnerability 
in a Time of Crisis
"Times in Kenya were hard, and it has not changed in many places. Feeding the 

children was becoming an uphill battle. Atlas Free's extra funding was such a 

boost as the costs of basic items were at an all-time high, causing many people 

not to have access to essential items resulting in many lives lost."                            

–Local partner, Kenya

In 2022, we saw firsthand how critical our model is to combat real-time 

vulnerabilities. Kenya was facing a severe drought, leading to a food and water 

shortage and skyrocketing food prices. The most vulnerable populations, 

including women and children, su�ered unspeakable horrors as they tried to 

secure even the most basic necessities. We took swi¡ action, donating a 

much-needed $5,000 to our local partner. This enabled them to supplement 

their food provision and distribute food to people in their immediate 

community. Moreover, our local partner reached vulnerable people outside 

their direct network, providing a lifeline to those who needed it most. 

This is the power of supporting a locally-led holistic approach—by working with 

local partners and leveraging our global network, we can act quickly and 

provide critical resources in times of crisis. 
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Smarter Outreach, 
Safer Outcomes
Despite the unprecedented challenges that 2022 brought with the 

a¡ermath of the pandemic and growing cyber crimes, Atlas Free's 

network of partners remained committed to reaching those stuck in 

the life of exploitation—and their e�orts paid o� in a big way. Through 

strategic and innovative outreach approaches, we significantly 

impacted the fight against human tra�cking, contacting three times 

as many people as in 2021.

“People of goodwill must increase their e�orts to combat human 

tra�cking because tra�ckers are not shrinking back. The UN’s new 

Global Estimate of Modern Slavery revealed the number of victims in 

the world is increasing. The problem is getting worse. Meanwhile, 

governments reported identifying less than half of one percent of the 

estimated victims, leaving all the others without services and still 

exploited by greedy tra�ckers. These alarming numbers highlight the 

urgency of this moment. This is the time to marshal disparate 

programs into a strategic network, scale e�ective interventions, and 

respond with more significant investment from governments and 

philanthropy to resource the fight for freedom.”

Number of people 
contacted from 
outreach events in 2022: 

62,444 
Outreach has become increas-
ingly di�cult to navigate since 
the pandemic. It means that 
local partners are having to be 
strategic and innovative in 
their approaches. This makes 
contacting three times as 
many people as in 2021 that 
much more impressive. 
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These programs go beyond just providing jobs—they also help survivors 

develop resilience, overcome fear and anxiety, and learn crucial life skills. 

Survivors receive emotional, spiritual, financial, and professional support, 

and upon completion, they receive certificates that empower them and 

promote personal growth. High retention rates make survivors less likely 

to be re-exploited and have greater access to job opportunities.

Survivors Graduate and Return Home to Join the Fight 

In Eswatini, one of the survivors from our local partner’s care, Ayanda, 

displayed incredible courage by pursuing her social work degree in the 

United States to return to serve women like herself. We are thrilled to 

report that she fulfilled her mission last year and returned to our local 

partner’s shelter, where she once sought refuge and healing from her 

trauma. Her remarkable journey is a testament to the resilience of 

survivors and the importance of providing comprehensive care and 

support for those a�ected by tra�cking and exploitation. 

"Because of what happened to me when I was 

abused, I know how they feel. I want to be an 

example, so they know that in any problem they 

face, God still has good plans for them. Life stops 

if they stop dreaming, so they must have HOPE.”

—Ayanda, survivor through our local partner 
programs in Eswatini

Empowering a Growing 
Community of Survivors

Job Training:
• Over 3,311 individuals received 

life-changing job training, a 

staggering increase of over two 

times compared to 2021.

• 917 people were employed as a 

direct result of this training, 

nearly two-and-a-half times 

growth from 2021.

• Atlas Free’s local partners 

employed 133 of those  survivors.

Ayanda, survivor and graduate (le�)
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Atlas Free knows that great work requires great people, so 
we work with local partners worldwide who understand 
the vulnerabilities in their communities and cultures best. 
Where we don't see a necessary program in place, we 
build it. Here’s what that looks like in action: 

The Power of the 
Global Network

We disrupt by breaking apart systems that perpet-

uate sex tra�cking and exploitation. We advocate 

for accountability in the justice system. This year 

alone, our local partners provided training to 46,354 

law enforcement, judges, and legislators. 

We intervene by building pathways out of exploitation. 

Last year, outreach impacted 62,444 people 

worldwide. Our local partners a¡ercare services 

o�er residential and non-residential services, 

including housing, legal counseling, medical 

consultations, vocational training, education, 

parenting skills, trauma-informed counseling, and 

therapy. A place for safety, community, and 

belonging that helps victims become survivors.  

We advocate by supporting or developing policies 

that strengthen the movement by implementing 

laws that curb the demand, protect the victims, 

and prosecute perpetrators. We are working 

diligently to help the groundwork to pass the first 

human tra�cking law in Spain. In addition, we fund 

rigorous research in Sweden, Germany, Spain, and 

Latin America that provides essential data to bring 

about change. 

We prevent sex tra�cking and exploitation by 

supporting education in vulnerable populations. 

Last year, 61,660 individuals received prevention 

education. A student reported a recruiter's 

attempt to engage her through Facebook. The case 

went to the cyber police, and she was protected 

through the power of knowledge.
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Survivor Voices

 “I used to wake up every day and 
wish I was not alive. I never knew life 
could feel this sweet.”
–Survivor, Ethiopia    

“I can’t believe it. Three months ago, 
I was being sold on the street, and 
now I have a good and safe job 
where I can learn and grow.” 
–Survivor, Myanmar

"Now I can feel joy again, and my 
hope is restored." 
–Survivor, Southeast Asia

Here is what some of the survivors 
in our care had to say:
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“Our biggest takeaway as an organization is that we go further 

together. We love working as a team alongside Atlas Free, our 11 

satellite o�ces, law enforcement, and other specialized 

 organizations in Spain. We see the value of working together, 

sharing ideas, and encouraging each other in the fight against 

tra�cking. We hope to continue multiplying the national 

impact we are having at all levels, from detection to attention, 

prevention, and national coordination.” –Local partner, Spain

“Being a partner of Atlas Free is truly an honor, as they have 

helped us become the start of a globally connected network to 

end sex-tra�cking and sexual violence of all kinds. Atlas Free 

isn't just changing lives of survivors, but they are changing our 

lives as partners, caregivers, and individuals who no longer have 

to feel alone in this fight. Atlas Free has been supporting us 

through financial accomplishments such as an education 

center, transportation, safety structures, hiring the right sta�, 

and sta� development and trauma training. Furthermore, the 

personnel of Atlas Free have made us feel seen, valued, cared for, 

all the way across the world through their prayers, messages, and 

even visits. We are truly grateful to follow the steps of such 

leaders in this fight as Atlas Free.” –Local partner, Eswatini

Last year, one of the organizations in the Atlas Free Network conducted 14 

successful raids, freeing over 490 individuals from exploitation within a 

short three-month period. Their e�orts throughout 2022 continued to 

make a substantial impact, resulting in over 1,000 individuals being freed 

from labor and sex tra�cking in northern India. These victories empower 

survivors and send a powerful message to the communities that human 

tra�cking will not go unpunished. 

This is the power of our global network in action. Here is why this local 

partner is proof:

• They understand that true freedom extends beyond a raid. Upon 

rescue, survivors of sex tra�cking are empowered with individual care 

plans to highlight their needs, concerns, goals, and growth areas

• They o�er necessary referrals to our safe homes in northern India 

and Nepal, providing trauma counseling, community, and a secure 

environment for victims to rebuild their lives a¡er being freed. They 

also facilitate legal aid, counseling, and repatriation for survivors. Our 

partnering organizations provide long-term a¡ercare services to 

support survivors when they return home or relocate to a new city. 

• They educate the public. They provide critical training to thousands of 

individuals, including survivors, NGO leaders, government o�cials, 

prosecutors, and judges. O¡en these countries need more resources 

and access to adequate training for their o�cials.

From the Frontlines
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In 2022, abolitionists from around the globe, spanning generations and 

diverse backgrounds, joined forces to propel the movement forward.

Hundreds of Team Freedom members restored justice by generously 

giving month a¡er month. The consistent generosity of Team Freedom is 

helping build innovations to fight tra�cking, safe homes to support 

survivors, groundbreaking policies, and much more. Thank you to every 

Team Freedom member—we can’t do this without you.  

“We believe our role at this moment in history is to help everyone be free. 

Team Freedom has made that possible for our family. By making a 

constant monthly commitment to ensure impact for all exploited, we 

believe slavery will end in our lifetime!” 

–Bryan and Kayla Lindgren, members since July 2018

“I am honored to be a member of Team Freedom to help fight against 

sexual slavery in every way possible, especially through continued 

donations and volunteering. It is a great organization with a profound 

vision and mission, making significant changes worldwide.” 

–Hanh Crose, member since September 2018 

 

 

T H E R E ’ S  N O  U S  W I T H O U T  Y O U

Our Community
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67 churches and corporations used their 
influence to help free more people.

The work of churches and businesses is vital to fighting sex tra�cking. 

In 2022, we worked closely with our business and church partners to 

co-create mutually beneficial opportunities that inspired customers, 

teams, and communities. 

Break out the streamers.

Our biggest party of the year, the 11th Annual Freedom Gala, was celebrated 

in homes across the US for the first time as Atlas Free! One of the biggest 

nights of impact in the fight against human tra�cking, this year's Freedom 

Gala's goal was $550,000—and our community surpassed it, raising 

$638,221.45 in one night for men, women and children around the globe.

The party didn't stop there. Our incredible community raised $45,008.28 

through Seattle, Virginia Beach, Nashville, South Carolina, Cookeville, 

Dallas, Charlotte, Oklahoma City, and Los Angeles events.

T H E  A T L A S  F R E E  C O M M U N I T Y  I N  A C T I O N

Our Community
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Betsy Miller

Nancy Richardson

Lt General Mick Kicklighter (Ret)

Rebecca Hixon

Derek Green

Amy Brown

Peter McGowan

Jeremy Vallerand O
ur

 B
oa

rd
Board Chair

Founding Board Member

CEO & President of Atlas Free
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Finances
2021–2022 Fiscal Year

Where we 
spent it

Source 
of funds

Use of 
funds

Program: 87.67%
Program: 88.4%

Fundraising:
8.1%

Administration:
3.5%

Latin
America:
17.5%

Africa: 7.9%

Asia: 
34.7%

Europe: 13.6%

North 
America:
26.3%

Individual
Giving:
40.5%

Corporate
Giving: 36.8%

Event 
Income:
15.2%

Church Giving: 7.1%
Sales
Income: 0.4%

2022 Finances

 Total Income: $6,777,455.60

Thanks to our donors' faithful generosity, we increased funding 

for partners fighting sex tra�cking in 26 countries, creating a 

chain reaction of prevention, intervention, and restoration. Our 

strategic investments included funding for vocational training, 

revenue streams for survivors, and constructing a safe home in a 

new country with a significant need. We remained committed to 

accountability and received the highest possible ratings from 

national charity accreditors.

EIN/Tax ID: 16-1773392

Atlas Free is an accredited 501 (c)(3) nonprofit.

Atlasfree.org/Finance 
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https://analytics.excellenceingiving.com/overview/rescue-freedom-international/
https://www.guidestar.org/profile/16-1773392
https://www.ecfa.org/MemberProfile.aspx?ID=41354#ScrollTo
https://give.org/charity-reviews/national/Human-Services/Atlas-Free-in-Kirkland-wa-43889
https://www.atlasfree.org/our-finances


Trust is everything to us. That's why we: 

Lead with courage. We are boldly tackling one of 

the largest criminal enterprises in the world—a 

fight that will require significant resources and 

sacrifice. Our strategy and global network enable 

us to leverage every dollar for maximum impact.

Think like investors. We resource and accelerate a 

vetted network of partners around the globe and 

fund strategic projects that advance the fight 

against sex tra�cking and exploitation. Our return 

on investment is human freedom.

Insist on transparency. We seek out the best charity 

accrediting agencies and voluntarily undergo the 

most thorough evaluations so that you can be sure 

that every dollar is used for maximum impact. We 

have consistently received the highest levels of 

certification and endorsement. Every year, we also 

undergo an independent financial audit that is 

publicly available.O
ur
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From the beginning, it has been Atlas Free’s mission to put 

sexual exploitation out of business. When we set out on this 

journey eleven years ago, we set out to build a more strategic 

way to fight sex tra�cking. Over the years, we have seen that 

strategy come to life.

"Our pursuit to end human tra�cking is relentless. We are 

committed to taking down tra�ckers, removing barriers for 

our local partners, innovating and outsmarting the issue, and 

standing up for every person who needs freedom now. We 

believe that a world without exploitation is possible, and we 

will do everything in our power to make it a reality."           

 —Callie Tybur, Chief Operating O�cer

We are inspired by our supporters worldwide who have sacrificed, 

strategized, and rallied for freedom. We are humbled by the 

courage and resilience of the people we serve. We are grateful 

for the lessons we’ve learned over the years that make us 

stronger today. And we are more determined than ever to see 

the day when everyone, everywhere, has access to a brighter 

future. Here’s to the next eleven years.

Looking Ahead

atlasfree.org     @atlasfree
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https://www.facebook.com/atlasfreeorg
https://www.instagram.com/atlasfree/
https://twitter.com/atlasfreeorg
https://www.instagram.com/atlasfree/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/atlasfree/
https://www.atlasfree.org/

